PEDESTRIAN COMMITTEE MEETING

Thursday, February 25, 2021

Virtual Meeting via ZOOM

Cambridge, MA
6:00 – 8:00 p.m.

DRAFT AGENDA

I. Agenda Review, Zoom Meeting Protocols, Minutes

II. Palmer Street
The City is planning to introduce small improvements to Palmer Street in Harvard Square to be implemented in spring/summer 2021; these may include lighting, art installations, street furniture, or other enhancements intended to enhance the street, so that it may become a more active and inviting pedestrian walkway and public space. Daniel Wolf (CDD), project manager, will join the committee for a brief presentation and discussion. There is also a general community meeting about this on February 18. By way of background, Palmer Street was reimagined as a shared street as part of the Harvard Square Design Project and artistic elements were incorporated into the streetscape.

III. Updates
• TP&T
• DPW
• Other Projects

IV. Development Projects
• Updates
• New Projects

V. Committee Work
• Committee Elections
• Updates from Subcommittee Work

VI. Public Comment

VII. Other Announcements & Next Meetings